
YC Shelving Information Sheet.  
 
The shelving is pretty versatile, you can;  
1. Adjust Height Up/Down 
2. Interchange Flat Beer Shelves With The Special Wine Shelves 
3. On Wine Shelves We Use Special Low Vibration Moveable ‘Rubber Cradle Saddles’ That Can Move Left 
and Right 
 
All Are HD Chromed Slide Out Ball Bearing Style (Usually Flat Shelves Don’t Use ‘Slide Out’ Function As 
Bottles Can Topple) 
 
To adjust shelving see below for the basics to help you, otherwise it can be frustrating. 
  
To Remove a shelf.  
Slide out to furthest point, make sure door is WIDE open, you notice the ‘flippers’ that are on the sides of 
the actual ‘rails’. Position hands on both sides of the shelf so your pointer fingers can rest on the flippers. 
On right side force the flipper DOWN, on left side force the flipper UP. Once you have done that you can 
PULL the shelf out completely. The system is very similar to other sliding drawer systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tips 
-Don’t be scared to pull hard, sometimes it seems tight. 
-Push and Pull the flippers like explained as tight as you can. 
-Make sure door is fully open at 90o, or it’s hard to get fingers in right position. 

 

 

See flipper, you push this DOWN on the ‘high’ 
point on RIGHT side and push UP on left side, 
shelf will then fully slide out. 

Position both hands on shelf with pointy 
finger at the ready ON flippers, located at 
sides of the moving runner part. 

 



To Replace shelf in new position.  
The black part of rail on the actual fridge is ‘C’ shaped, you make it ‘meet’ the runner in fridge so it is 
together before you push. Make sure both sides are IN before starting the slide. It is then important to make 
sure that the black part then slides INTO the inner silver bracket, located on inner of runner attached to 
fridge inner. Once BOTH are in position and just inside the chromes bracket, you can forcefully push in. 
 

 

Important to make the black runner part, once connected to black holder then goes INSIDE the 
silver part that is located on inner of the inside runner part. 

Once they locate in the silver part you can forcefully push the shelf in. 

 

           

 

 

When relocating, make 
sure BOTH sides join 
this part, the C shaped 
shelf support fits inside 
the runner in fridge. 

The shelf goes in only 
one way, so if you get 
mixed up after taking 
out, then just make 
sure that the screw 
that is shortest position 
from rear of shelf is the 
part that goes in first. 
The screw at other end 
is further away from 
shelf front. 

Left Side Right Side 



 
To Move a ‘Runner’ Up To Adjust the Shelf Position Higher Or Lower 
 
First remove shelf, the runners lift UP and then pull back towards you. So it’s UP first and then pull 
BACK. There are special slots that the runner sits in. When you replace the runner, you must do 
the furthest connection first, pushing back IN, then locking your shelf by then pushing DOWN. 

 

        

 

Tips 
On some new units the paint from inner may have been not quite dried, and sometimes they seem 
to stick, it’s ok to force these. 

On earlier models the slots in walls were very thin, sometimes they need a flathead screwdriver to 
‘pry’ open a little so the runner can fit in. 

 

 

 

Lift UP first, then pull 
back towards you. Do 

reverse when 
replacing at new level. 



Side Shift Saddle Information.  
The wine fridges have unique anti vibration rubber saddles designed to move left and right 
allowing you to position any size bottles on the shelf without clunking together and touching etc. 
 

         

              

 

Information 
Bottle sizes are changing regularly, so don’t be worried if you can’t fit the full amount on the shelf, 
as many bottles are larger in diameter. With this system at least the bigger can go on without 
hassle and the more air flow around bottles the more even the temp will be.  
 
The unique shelves give us 60% more area for air as opposed to wooden slatted shelving, so this 
means better circulation.  

There are 2 x saddles for each 
bottle, these can be removed and 
added, and means you can position 
bottles anywhere on the axis. 
Toi the left is the YC100W shelf, it 
hold 5 x bottles of normal 78-82mm  
diameter size, 2 at rear and 3 at 
front. The lip of shelf stops any 
chance of bottles sliding fwd and 
the rubber saddles are anti 
vibration doing a great job, better 
than wooden shelves. See below 
pics with 2 x bottles, and final 5. 



Interchanging shelves 
As mentioned wine and flat beer can simply interchange, so with size, capacity and zone options 
you can create the fridge exactly how you want it, a few pics below showing singe zone with mixed 
shelves and also dual zone beer and wine combinations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Any Queries - 1300 376849  

This version is using beer flat 
shelving and just 1 x wine shelf at 
top in a single zone YC150B.  
 
This could be reversed with 3 x 
wine shelves and 1 x upright beer 
etc. 

This version is a dual zone YC150D.  
 
Top zone for beer and bottom zone 
for wine. 

 


